Abstract 1) Intracellular responses during phasic Electroencephalograph (EEG) arousal were recorded from 229 motor cortical neurons in the cat encephale isole preparations. Identified dominant responses were excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) in 105 cells (E cells), inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) in 74 cells (I cells), disfacilitation in 48 cells (DF cells), and disinhibition in two cells (DI cells). 2) These responses were comparable with those to near or distant epicortical stimulation (EPICS). Thus, most E cells in phasic arousal were EPSPdominant in response to near (incidence, 104/105) or distant EPICS (51/54), and only a few of the remaining were IPSP-dominant. About two-thirds of I cells were IPSP-dominant (49/74), and the remaining onethird were EPSP-dominant (25/74) to near EPICS. However, most I cells became IPSP-dominant (45/49) to distant EPICS. 3) DF and DI cells were initially EPSP-or IPSP-dominant to EPICS, but later responsive with DF in DF cells and DI in DI cells, respectively. 4) In the interaction experiments, the initial negative wave in the direct cortical responses (DCRs) or the EPSPs of dendritic origin elicited by near EPICS and the initial positive wave in DCRs to distant EPICS were all reduced during phasic EEG arousal perhaps due to the occlusion effect. 5) Common response repertoire in EEG arousal and epicortical activation may support the earlier proposed cascade transmission model of phasic EEG arousal, in which the spread of neuronal activities occurs vertically from the superficial to deep cortical layers as well as laterally along various layers.
On the basis of an intracellular analysis of cat motor cortical neurons, the cascade transmission model of Electroencephalograph (EEG) arousal has been proposed (INUBu5HI et al., 1978b; EZURE and OsHIMA, 1981c) . According to this model, the horizontally running axons or axonal branches at the most superficial layers of the cortex provide nearby superficial layer dendrites or somas with excitatory inputs at the initial phase of EEG arousal. From there toward the depths the cascade transmissions occur, resulting in indirect excitation, inhibition, disfacilitation (DF), and disinhibition (DI). The model involves positive feedback routes that generate repetitive upward and horizontal spread of activity to develop continuous arousal over a few seconds. Therefore, the axons in the superficial layers originating from deep layer cell somas would also participate in this cascade transmissions (INUBUSHI et al., 1978b) .
Epicortical stimulation (EPICS) was expected to reveal cascade transmissions within the cortex in a much shorter time scale than the naturally occurring EEG arousal. In the preceding papers EZURE and OSHIMA, 1985) it was confirmed that epicortically induced activity spread tangentially as well as vertically in the manner expected, in that superficial layer cells received widespread excitation with latencies of shortest range, the middle layer cells received inhibition dominantly but excitation also with longer latencies, and the deep layer cells received further delayed excitation, inhibition, DF, and DI.
In this paper, identity will be tested in one and the same neurons on the response repertoire between EEG arousal and epicortical activation. Contribution of the lateral spread of neuronal activity will also be assessed as to whether near or far EPICSs produce agreeable responses to those during phasic EEG arousal.
Further, the behavior of epicortically evoked responses during EEG arousal will be examined to reveal common properties of the response repertoire in a situation of interaction. The surface negative wave in direct cortical response (DCR-N) has been tested earlier in this manner. Reduction of DCR-N during stimulation of the brain-stem reticular formation (PURPURA, 1956; LOEB et al., 1961) has provoked argument on whether the inhibitory processes are involved (MAGOUN,1958) . In this study we have tested DCR-N as well as the initial positive wave evoked by distant EPICS and the EPSP of dendritic origin during spontaneously occurring EEG arousal. These data will provide some new insight for the earlier argument.
A part of the results has briefly been reported previously (OSHIMA et al., 1980) .
METHODS
The data to be reported were obtained from the same samples in the cat encephale isole preparations analyzed in previous papers EZURE and OSHIMA, 1985) . In earlier studies (INUBUSHI et al., 1978a, b; EZURE and OsHIMA, 1981a ) details of the experimental procedure and methods of identification of the response types in EEG arousal have been described. Most episodes of EEG arousal occurred spontaneously, or were induced by natural sounds. The midbrain reticular formation was sometimes stimulated by high-frequency pulses to induce EEG arousal (INuBusHI et a!., 1978a; EZURE and OSHIMA,1981a) . The site of this reticular stimulation was verified histologically after each experiment.
RESULTS

Identjfication of neuronal responses
A total of 229 cells were selected for analysis by their responses identified both in EEG arousal and epicortical activation either from near or distant sites on the cortical surface. According to the responses in phasic EEG arousal, these neurons were classified into 105 E (excited), 74 I (inhibited), 48 DF (disfacilitated), Fig. 1 . A illustrates a dorsal view of the rostral pole of left cerebral cortex traced from a photocopy that had been taken after the experiment, ME1 and ME2 point two sites of microelectrode penetration.
ST1 and ST2 show spots on which distant EPICS was applied. Corresponding two sites of near EPICS (less than 0.4 mm) are not indicated. CRU : cruciate sulcus. B, a drawing from a para-sagittal section showing the cortex (shaded area) through which tracking is made by ME2 (a solid line pointed by an arrow). A mm scale given is not corrected for shrinkage of tissues, that can be estimated as about 80% of raw material from surface marks of two microelectrode tracks. C illustrates depths of recording from cells and their response types during arousal (squares), near (circles), and 3.5 and 6.5 mm distant EPICS (rhombi) with different patterns : open for excited, filled for inhibited, and hatched for disfacilitated cells. Two tracks are combined into one (ME) with a depth scale. Short horizontal bars indicate recording sites. and two DI (disinhibited) cells. The procedure of classification will be represented below with the responses to EPICS.
One preparation is taken as an example of cell sampling. Two trials of the microelectrode tracking were made in succession with the experimental arrangement such as illustrated in Fig. 1A . One microelectrode is first set at the site ME1 with a near stimulating electrode (by less than 0.4 mm, but not illustrated for simplicity) and 6.5 mm distant one (ST1). After finishing cell sampling by this first tracking, another microelectrode was set at ME2 with near and 3.5 mm distant stimulating electrodes (ST2 as distant one). Vertical direction of these two tracks was verified histologically (cf. a drawing for ME2 in Fig. 1B) . Responses of 20 cells were examined along these tracks during phasic EEG arousal and EPICS. These cells are numbered and aligned in Fig. 1 C with horizontal bars indicating the recording depths along a solid line of combined two tracks.
Responses during phasic EEG arousal are shown in Fig. 1 C by differently patterned squares (Arousal type) except for one cell (No. 7, asterisk) that could not be classified because of shortage in the arousal episode. Eight E cells located in the superficial and deep, nine I cells mainly in the middle, and two DF cells in the deep layers were the typical pattern of depth distribution, as demonstrated earlier (INUBUSHI et al., 1978b; EZURE and OSHIMA, 1981c) . No DI cells were found in this preparation.
All the E cells exhibited EPSPs in response to both the near and distant EPICS, as indicated by open circles and rhombi, respectively, in Fig. 1 C (EPICS near and distant by 3.5 and 6.5 mm; actual records are not illustrated, but see an example of Fig. 10 in another preparation) .
On the other hand, responses in I cells to EPICS were not simple. Except for one cell not tested with EPICS (No. 6, asterisk), five I cells responded with EPSPs and the remaining three with IPSPs to near EPICS. But, all of these were inhibited by distant EPICS. Figure 2 illustrates an example. In a polygraphic record of Fig. 2 A, an episode of spontaneous EEG arousal (2) occurs with a low voltage fast activity pattern at the time marked by a horizontal arrow, continues on with a mixture by fluctuating slow waves, and recovers toward the end of the record into a slow wave pattern with typical spindle burst activity. The membrane potential is displayed in a lamina IIIa cell (No. 10 in Fig. 1C ) at the resting and hyperpolarized levels ( Fig. 2A-3 ) by passage of current steps at every 2.5 sec ( Fig. 2A-4 ). Comparing the control period marked by a double-headed arrow (a) and the initial phase of EEG arousal marked by another arrow (b), the mean level of the resting potential indicated by a broken line with a filled triangle, --68 mV, becomes hyperpolarized on arousal (dotted line with an open triangle). Meanwhile, the hyperpolarized level (a broken line with a filled square) shifts to a little depolarized level (a dotted line with an open square). Both the shifts occur in different directions but toward an equilibrium potential of IPSPs in between. This is a typical response of an I cell (INuBusHI et al., 1978b) .
Maximum changes in the membrane potential from the control period to the phasic arousal phase were measured for 56 episodes in this I cell. Their plottings are made in Fig. 3 with filled circles as a function of the membrane potential at the control period. These points scatter considerably, but can be equated by a linear regression line (solid line a in Fig. 3 ). The correlation coefficient is significantly high (r= -0.868, p<0.001). The equilibrium potential for these responses is determined to be -83.3 mV, and agrees well with the value usually obtained for the IPSPs in cortical neurons (INuBusHI et al., 1978b) . Dominant responses to near EPICS in this I cell were EPSPs (Fig. 2B) , and those to distant EPICS were IPSPs (Fig. 2C , indicated by an arrow). As previously demonstrated, such a reversal in the response type between near and distant EPICS effects was typical in many of lamina III cells (EzURE and OsHIMA, 1985) . Distant but not near responses in this cell are thus identical to the phasic arousal effect. Vol. 35, No. 2, 1985 Fig. 2. A, a polygraphic record of a time marker (1), ECoG (2), intracellular potentials from a non-PT cell recorded at a depth of 600 µm (3) and current pulses of -1 nA applied through the recording microelectrode (4). In A-3, spikes and sharp noises are eliminated by using an electrical low-pass filter with a cut off frequency of 0.8 Hz. A horizontal double-headed arrow (a) indicates a period for measurements of the control levels of resting and hyperpolarized membrane potentials. Another arrow (b) indicates a period of measurements for maximum membrane potential changes during phasic EEG arousal. Note that a brief phase of a spindle burst wave marked by an asterisk is skipped from measurement because of its considerable action in fluctuating membrane impedance (reduction in potential deflection by a current step). B and C illustrate DCR (upper traces), intracellular responses (INTRA, middle) and extracellular control (OUTSIDE, bottom) to near and 3.5 mm distant EPICS, respectively (reproduced from Fig. 4G and H in EZURE and OsHIMA,1985) .
Two DF cells in one and the same preparation (Nos. 17, 19 in Fig. 1C ) exhibited EPSPs dominantly in response to near and distant EPICS (open symbols in Fig. 1C ), but accompanied late DF (hatched symbols attached). One of these cells (No. 17) is illustrated in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4A , an episode of spontaneous EEG arousal (horizontal arrow in 2) is displayed with the intracellular potentials (3). A maximum change of membrane hyperpolarization during the initial phase of arousal is indicated by a dotted line with a triangle, compared to the control level (a broken line at -57 mV). This hyperpolarization is followed by depolarization (EPSP) in the tonic phase of EEG arousal (cf. INUBUSHI et al., 1978b; EZURE and OsHIMA, 1981a) . The initial changes were measured in this cell for 19 episodes of arousal while the membrane potential was altered spontaneously or by injections of hyperpolarizing current steps. Plotted points in Fig. 3 with open circles reveal a weak tendency of linear increase of the response toward the membrane depolarization (r=0.435, 0.05<p<0.1).
Extrapolation of this linear relationship (broken regression line b in Fig. 3 ) reveals the equilibrium potential at +3.0 mV. This value is not far apart from the range of the equilibrium potential for the EPSP (INUBUSHI et al., 1978b) . This hyperpolarizing response clearly differs from that of IPSPs illustrated by filled circles in Fig. 3 , and is thus identified as DF, i.e. the decrease of EPSPs.
EPICS elicited the EPSP as a dominant response in this cell (bottom traces in Fig. 4B , C), but with a late small DF to near (Fig. 4B ) or large DF to distant stimuli ( Fig. 4C) Fig. 1 C) also showed dominant EPSPs and late DF. This DF was again more conspicuous in response to distant than near EPICS. Only Two DI cells were recorded in the present study. This very low incidence was already demonstrated in earlier studies (INUBUSHI et al., 1978b; EZURE and OSHIMA, 1981c ). An example of a DI cell is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The initial depolarization (Fig. 5A-3 , indicated by a dotted line with a triangle) during EEG arousal ( Fig. 5A-2 , horizontal arrow) can be measured from the control membrane potential (a broken line at -64 mV in Fig. 5A-3) . A later tonic depolarization in A-3 would involve mainly the EPSP in the tonic phase of EEG arousal (EZURE and OSHIMA, 1981c) . The control membrane potential was altered spontaneously or injecting currents in the range of -3 to +2 nA (see Fig.  13 of . The responses in 14 episodes are plotted in Fig. SC with open circles, and the conversion from depolarization into hyperpolarization is seen at the membrane potential hyperpolarized than about -75 mV. This equilibrium potential was proved to be close to those of IPSP and subsequent DI responses evoked by EPICS. Such specimen records (a-e) illustrated in Comparison of response repertoire For the cells sampled in this series of study the response types in phasic EEG arousal were compared with the dominant responses to near and distant EPICS (Figs. 6, 7) . Figure 6 summarizes the results on E and I cells. In a left histogram in Fig. 6A , 105 E cells distribute through the depths with a typical pattern of two peaks at laminae II and V-VI (INuBusHI et a!., 1978b; EZURE and OSHIMA, 198lc) . Japanese Journal of Physiology Fig. 7A ) or IPSP-dominant (filled column). One of these cells was tested as illustrated in Fig. 5 , and showed late DI (asterisk).
Two DI cells were EPSP-(open column in
All the above-mentioned results of the comparative study have indicated that most cortical cells have response repertoire common in phasic EEG arousal and epicortical activation, and that this coincidence occurs at a higher rate for distant than near EPICS. Possible neuronal mechanisms responsible for the coincidence as well as the discrepancy will be considered (see DISCUSSION).
Interaction experiments
Assuming common neuronal mechanisms in phasic EEG arousal and epicortical activation, it may be worth testing whether the neuronal responses to phasic EEG arousal and EPICS interact in the manner of summation or occlusion or neither of them. This test was difficult, because the membrane potential fluctuated considerably and the response amplitude varied correspondingly. Besides, EPICS was repeated only at a slow rate of 0.25-1 per sec in order to avoid inducing abnormal discharges, and met only infrequently the arousal episode in its phasic phase (e.g. see Fig. 5A ). Only a chance observation will be represented later. However, most interaction experiments could easily be conducted by Japanese Journal of Physiology examining the initial negative and positive wave components in the DCR during EEG arousal.
In the arrangement drawn in Fig. 8A DCRs were recorded from the ECoG electrode in response to near (STI) and 4 mm distant EPICS (ST2). These stimuli were applied alternatively with an interval of 1.4 sec, and repeated in a cycle time of 2.8 sec during the whole period of EEG arousal reaction (Fig. 8B, C) . The evoked DCRs are displayed in 3 and 4 of Fig. 8B and C with an expanded sweep speed via the transient memory devices. The peak amplitude of initial negative wave (N) in the near DCR (3, see also an inset trace in Fig. 9A ) was taken as an index of the EPSPs that originated from the superficial layer neuronal elements . The peak amplitude of initial positive wave (Pd) in the distant DCR (4, cf. an inset trace in Fig. 9B ) was considered as representing some part of the IPSPs in middle layer cells (EZURE and OsHIMA, 1985) . It is seen in The interaction experiments were repeated in four preparations with 5-130 relatively long-lasting episodes of EEG arousal that occurred spontaneously or by natural sounds (cf. INUBUSHI et al., 1978a; EZURE and OSHIMA, 1981a) . The Pd wave was evoked by EPICS distant by 3-4 mm. The results are summarized in Fig. 9 , where the abscissae provide the time scales in the order of stimuli multiplied by a test interval of 2.8 sec. The amplitude of N or Pd wave represented by each point is an average for all the episodes in each preparation, their numbers varying among the preparations (see legends). Plottings are made so as to set the onset of EEG arousal made at the 10th to 11th stimuli.
Apparently, both the N and Pd waves decrease on EEG arousal. The initial decrease in N during the arousal illustrated in Fig. 9A for the 11th to 15th measures on the abscissa is as great as 60-90% of the control taken for the sleep phase (1st to 10th measures on the abscissa). Although a tendency of partial recovery with fluctuation is seen in one of three preparations (open circles), this recovery is not completed. The decreased N waves in the other two preparations are tonically maintained during the whole period of arousal. On the other hand, Pd in Fig. 9B appears to be transiently decreased on phasic EEG arousal, and tends to recover partially or completely during the tonic arousal. The amplitude of Pd wave fluctuated to greater extent than N wave perhaps because of its small size as well as a greater susceptibility of the relevant IPSPs around the level of resting membrane potential. In spite of this great fluctuation, the initial decrease of Pd in the first five trials during arousal (11th to 15th measures on the abscissa in Fig. 9B ) compared to the five trials for the control (6th to 10th measures) was highly significant in all the preparations (p<0.01). These results suggest that Japanese Journal of Physiology some interaction takes place within the cortex between the EEG arousal and epicortical activation. The mode of this interaction may be similar to the occlusion of N waves repetitively elicited by near EPICS (cf. Fig. 4B in . The interaction was tested by EPSPs in two deep layer cells, which consistently yielded the same results. Examples from a lamina V cell are illustrated in Figs. 10-12. Near EPICS with different intensities produces the short-latency slow rising EPSP, as shown in Fig. l0A -C. With increases of stimulus intensities or DCR-N waves (1 in Fig. l0A-C) the amplitude of EPSP increases without changing their slow time courses at the resting (2 in Fig. l0A-C) and hyperpolarized membrane potentials (3 in Fig. l0A-C) . The dendritic origin of this EPSP is revealed by its slow time course as well as by the insensitivity to the Vol. 35, No. 2, 1985 membrane hyperpolarization (compare 3 to 2 in Fig. 10A-C ; cf. EZURE et al., 1985) . Following the EPSP, the IPSP is elicited at the most intense stimulus (650 ,uA in Fig. b C) , as indicated by an arrow (2), being masked during the membrane hyperpolarization (3). In agreement with the EPSP-dominancy, this cell is depolarized or excited tonically during EEG arousal (Fig. 10E , indicated by a horizontal arrow). The arousal is lengthened in this case by stimulating the midbrain reticular formation (RF, thick bar in Fig. 10E-5 ). The response is thus identified as an E+E cell (cf. EZURE and OsHIMA, 1981b) .
A steady hyperpolarizing current of -1 nA was injected throughout the period of the episode illustrated in Fig, 1OD and E. Under this condition the EPICS with an intensity of 400 ,uA was applied with an interval of 1.5 sec to elicit the EPSPs free from firing during examination of the arousal effect. Both the DCR-N wave (3 in Fig. IOD , E) and EPSP (4) are displayed with an expanded time scale (10 msec in Fig. 10E ) on a polygraphic record. Immediately after the onset of EEG arousal (arrow in Fig. 10E ), a couple of either DCRs (3) or EPSPs (4) are transiently decreased in amplitudes, and these decreases continue more or less fluctuatingly throughout the EEG arousal. In Fig. 11 the amplitudes of DCR-N (Fig. 11 A) and EPSP (Fig. 11B ) are plotted to illustrate time courses of their changes on EEG arousal from the control levels indicated by horizontal broken lines. It appears that in Fig. 11A and B the changes in DCR-N and EPSP pallarel each other. As plotted in Fig. 11C , paired values of DCR-N (abscissa) and EPSP (ordinate) scatter considerably during the EEG slow wave pattern (filled circles) Japanese Journal of Physiology In C, paired EPSP and DCR-N is plotted for each stimulus with filled circle during control (n=28) and with open square during arousal (n=42).
Cored symbols indicate double readings.
and arousal (open squares). However, statistically significant correlations are obtained with coefficients (r) of 0.534 in the slow wave pattern (n=28, p<0.01), 0.350 in the arousal (n=42, p<0.05), and 0.662 for the whole sample (n=70, p<0.001).
The decrease of epicortical EPSPs might be only a direct effect of the membrane depolarization by arousal toward the equilibrium potential of EPSPs. This possibility was tested by examining the relations between the amplitude of EPSP and the membrane potential at which each EPSP was recorded. Four episodes including the control EEG slow wave and arousal patterns were recorded during passage of a steady hyperpolarizing current of -1 nA. Around this hyperpolarized level the membrane potential fluctuated considerably. Therefore, the range of membrane potentials was nearly comparable between the slow wave and arousal patterns, though the latter in each episode always corresponded to more depolarized membrane potentials than the former. In Fig. 12 open circles represent the EPSP versus membrane potential relationship during EEG arousal, and filled circles the relationship during the control slow wave pattern. It is seen that the EPSPs are smaller during arousal than in slow wave pattern in the same range of membrane potentials between -80 and -90 mV. As demonstrated Vol. 35, No. 2, 1985 for arousal. Note that extrapolated equilibrium potentials are between -40 and -55 mV, the values being shifted by an injected current and possible effects of electrotonic spread along dendrites, as has been earlier discussed .
earlier , the amplitude of EPSP was highly dependent upon the spontaneously fluctuating membrane potential (r=-0.685, p<0.001 for filled circles; r=-0.770, p<0
.001 for open circles). However, the equated regression lines (solid and broken lines in Fig. 12) were not coincident between the slow wave and arousal patterns. Therefore, the decrease of EPSPs on EEG arousal could be caused by the occlusion effect such as demonstrated during repetitive EPICS and partly by a possible interaction in the membrane conductance changes between the evoked EPSPs and the postsynaptic potentials occurring during arousal, but not merely by the shift of membrane potentials.
DISCUSSION
As we had expected that common neuronal mechanisms were operating between phasic EEG arousal and EPICS, generally good agreement was obtained in the response repertoire of one and the same cells. Almost all E cells were EPSP-dominant to both the near and distant EPICS (Figs. 1C, 6 , 10). The majority of I cells mainly located in the middle layer were IPSP-dominant in the manner more homologous with the effects of distant than near EPICS (Figs. 1C,  2, 6 ). This finding suggests that the tangential spread of inhibition by EPICS at levels of superficial and middle layers (EZURE and OsHIMA, 1985) actually participates in generating phasic EEG arousal. As illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 7B , a middle layer cell (m) receives locally on its dendrites the synaptic excitation from the uppermost axons and laterally the inhibition via the superficial inhibitory cells (s) in the manner of convergence. The excitatory route is predominantly activated by near EPICS and the inhibitory one by distant EPICS. It is conceivable that the diffuse excitatory inputs in phasic EEG arousal predominantly bring about IPSPs over EPSPs through the convergent inhibitory routes.
These diffuse inhibitory effects on the middle layer cells may further be transmitted on the deep layer cells (d in Fig. 7B ), including fast pyramidal tract cells, by means of DF as the most characteristic pattern in the cascade transmissions (INUBUSHI et al., 1978b; EZURE and OSHIMA, 1981a) . Distant EPICS was more effective than a near one in revealing DF response (Fig. 4B, C) . This widespread inhibition may explain the all-or-none property of DF response during phasic EEG arousal (Fig. 4 in EZURE and OSHIMA, 1981 a) , with which full resetting of neuronal excitability is achieved in the neurons that are to carry the motor command (INUBUSHI et al., 1978b) .
Perhaps because of intense local effect by excitation and inhibition by near EPICS, the response repertoire in deep layer cells was not usually coincident between phasic EEG arousal and EPICS. All the DF and DI cells were either EPSP-or IPSP-dominant or a mixture of both (Fig. 7A) . However, whenever possible to test, DF or DI responses were demonstrated as the common repertoire (asterisks in Fig. 7A) .
The interaction experiment with DCRs and EPSPs (Figs. 8-12 ) has demonstrated the depression of both the responses in the manner of occlusion by the arousal effect. This intraction may indicate the presence of some common neuronal routes transmitting the effects of EPICS and EEG arousal. Parallel behavior of DCR-N and the EPSP of dendritic origin during both the slow wave and arousal EEG patterns (Fig. 11C ) may provide additional evidence for the genesis of DCR-N wave by the EPSPs in the superficial layer neuronal elements.
The depression of DCR-N wave during EEG arousal spontaneously occurring or by natural sounds in this study was in good agreement with the earlier finding obtained by reticular stimulation (PURPURA, 1956; LOEB et al., 1961) . Intracellular recordings demonstrated further that this depression involved no synaptic inhibitory mechanisms, but mainly the occlusion at the dendritic synapses . The depression was extended also to DCR-Pd wave as an indicator of IPSPs perhaps due to the occlusion at any sites in the transsynaptic pathways from the superficial layer axons down to middle layer cells. The depression of Pd occurred most conspicuously during phasic EEG arousal.
In conclusion, the above-described data have indicated altogether that the vertical and tangential neuronal connections disclosed by means of EPICS operate in building up a functional state of phasic EEG arousal. Diversity of the lateral effects of EPICS matched particularly well to the diffusely active state of phasic EEG arousal.
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